ITH this week closes the events of the spring social season at Tech. Concert, Prom. and Tea are over; "A Night Off," "The Grand Duke" and "Les Romanesques" are things of the past. All is over,—except exams. With the passing of these festivities should go the spirit that attaches to them. It is now full time to tighten up the belt and settle down for the home stretch of the closing school year. Let the exams come off, and result, as successfully as did the above mentioned festivities.

ACCORDING to the Sunday Herald, Brown has decided to hold no meet with Tech during the next four years; this being due to the cancelling of the dual meet with Brown, which was to have been held at Riverside, on April 27th.

As is generally known, the meet was cancelled on account of the weather, the rain of four weeks having put the grounds in such shape that it was impossible for the keepers to get them into any semblance of condition in time for the meet. The step which Brown is reputed to have taken seems hasty and unjust and we hope, for the general welfare of college athletics and sportsmanship, that the report is without foundation.

HE Annual Spring Games of Saturday showed to good advantage the abilities of the many contestants in track and field events, thus enabling the Worcester Team to be picked on the merits of the men. The times in the sprints were disappointing, being slower than at the games a year ago. The wind greatly impeded the men in the longer runs, and although the times suffered like those of the sprints, there was good cause for it. The field events brought forth better results, including the breaking of two records.